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Blaming the messenger:
Introduction

Corporate lobbies and think tanks have gone on what appears to be a concerted attack against NGOs and others opposing corporate-serving trade and investment deals such as TTIP and CETA. Big business interests with the most to gain from the trade agreements, accuse civil society groups of manipulating the public for financial gain, being backed by Russia, as well as associating them with the far right, and going after their funding. Their attempts to shut down dissent have very worrying implications for democracy.

Controversial EU-US trade deal the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) faced a tidal wave of criticism from the public who saw it as designed primarily for the benefit of big business, at the expense of environmental and social protections, and democratic decision-making. In part as a result of this opposition it has been put on ice, at least for now.

The corporate proponents of the trade deal, put on the back foot for once, were caught unawares by the strength of public opinion against TTIP. Similar concerns have also been expressed towards other EU trade deals, namely that with Canada (Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement, or CETA), currently in the process of ratification - and another with Japan. Disturbingly, but perhaps unsurprisingly, the corporate proponents of such deals have responded to these many valid concerns by attacking the movement for a democratic, soci- ally and ecologically just trade policy. They have used tactics to discredit and de-legitimise campaign groups and NGOS for ‘misleading’ an ‘uneducated’ public. Of greatest concern is the way that corporate interests have called for a crackdown on civil society – a kind of freezing of democratic debate over trade policy, and by implication, corporate power and the economic system as a whole.

We show in part one how the arguments and tactics used by corporate interest groups do not stand up to scrutiny. In part two, we look at some of the big business associations and corporate think tanks that have been using these leaky arguments to try to discredit or delegitimise their civil society critics. Part three examines how their political and media allies risk facilitating a more general crackdown on NGOs.
Corporate proponents of far-reaching trade and investment deals like CETA and TTIP sought to gain public support and see off the opposition by mimicking the grassroots campaigns that opposed them, including attempts to galvanise social media (see box 2). But when these failed to ignite — because they convinced no-one — these corporate groups went on the attack.

Box 2: Fake grassroots fails to mobilise for TTIP

The Alliance for Responsible Commerce (ARC) was set up by the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (with a little help from lobby firm Kreab – see box 5). It was a PR effort to sell TTIP via social media, as a responsible project that will benefit of European small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Unfortunately for ARC, many SME groups vocally disagreed, seeing TTIP as serving the interests of large multinationals that could threaten their livelihoods.¹ This view is shared in private by big business groups, who recognise that European SMEs (the vast majority of which don’t export to the US) will “face increased competition”.² The front group did not achieve much support for their messages on social media.³

In another social media failure, the American Chamber of Commerce to the European Union (AmCham EU) – the voice of around 160 US companies in the EU – joined forces in July 2015 with corporate lobby groups such as the Transatlantic Business Council (comprised of over 40 EU and US multinationals), the European employers’ federation BusinessEurope, and others, to create a TTIP twitter campaign in support of the talks conclusion.⁴ With less than 2000 followers two years later, it failed to appeal to public concerns (compared to, say, the 15.8k followers of Stop TTIP @eci_ttip).⁵ AmCham EU also seems to have had hopes of mobilising street protests in favour of TTIP: it promoted an action day organised by the European Liberal Youth Forum, encouraging people to „take to the streets to come out in support of TTIP and free trade”.⁶ The tiny turnout⁷, however, was hardly a match for the 250,000 people that took to the streets of Berlin in October 2015 in opposition to TTIP and CETA.⁸

Box 1: Full disclosure

Corporate Europe Observatory is the subject of some of the attacks described in this report. While this report is an attempt to offer a well-researched and factual overview of generalised attacks on the movement for trade justice, not to mount a specific defence of our own organisation, in the interests of transparency we wish to fully disclose this context to readers. Please also note that LobbyControl has been working on trade policy in the last years and takes a critical stance on many corporate lobby demands, such as ISDS or regulatory cooperation.

When all else fails... blame the messenger

Corporate proponents of far-reaching trade and investment deals like CETA and TTIP sought to gain public support and see off the opposition by mimicking the grassroots campaigns that opposed them, including attempts to galvanise social media (see box 2). But when these failed to ignite — because they convinced no-one — these corporate groups went on the attack.
Letting out the hot air: deflating the corporate arguments

In the face of their failure to convince the public of TTIP’s benefits and out-compete the trade deal’s critics, business lobbies like AmCham EU have increasingly taken up new, more aggressive, tactics: attempting to discredit and de-legitimise the critics themselves.

They are employing tactics inspired by the playbooks of big tobacco and big oil. The tobacco industry has been thoroughly exposed in academic literature as the original ‘merchants of doubt’, who undermined the scientific consensus on the health impacts of smoking (a PR tactic since copied to such great effect by the fossil fuel industry over climate change). The corporate interests now attacking trade critics are following in the footsteps of these doubt merchants, undermining criticisms by isolating and marginalising key opponents – particularly NGOs – and trying to separate them from the public at large by making them appear beyond the realm of reasonable politics, attacking both their credibility, integrity, and sources of funding.

Why is it that multinational corporations, and the lobby groups and think tanks they work through, are so desperate to win the fight, even resorting to dirty tactics? The answer is simple: big corporations will gain most from these kinds of trade and investment deals. They will gain more power over how rules are made, in the name of avoiding ‘regulatory barriers to trade’. They will see bigger profits, as these costly ‘barriers’ are gradually eroded, whether or not they are social and environmental protections designed to protect those with less power from those with more. And they will enjoy a greater stranglehold on governments’ ability to regulate in the public interest, as investor protection enables companies to sue governments for billions over laws that go against their ‘legitimate expectations’ of future profits, whether it’s reversing levels of healthcare privatisation or phasing out nuclear energy. With so much for corporations to gain (and so much for us to lose), it is little wonder both that there has been widespread public rejection, and that corporate lobbies have gone on the offensive.

So let’s take a look at the main arguments they’re using to attack critics.
One of the most cynical and opportunistic tactics is lumping all those who criticise EU trade deals together, no matter how diverse their motivations or preferred alternatives. Thus far-right and nationalist voices that have criticised globalisation are being instrumentalised by TTIP’s proponents to imply that all criticism is therefore in some way unsavoury, or to suggest that by criticising TTIP, progressives are actually empowering the far right. For example German neoliberal front group INSM (funded by the employers’ associations of the metal and electrical industries, including the car industry) ran newspaper ads saying “Be careful on the Trump trail” and “Populism is dangerous” (see illustration). Similarly misleading, the head of the German neoliberal think tank Prometheus Frank Schäffler, wrote in right-wing magazine Tichys Einblick that Donald Trump, German anti-Islam far-right group Pegida, and online action group Campact (which campaigns for a socially just, ecologically sustainable, and peaceful society) were all “in the same boat” for being against trade deals like TTIP. Jürgen Maier, Director of the German umbrella federation for environmental and developmental NGOs (Forum on Environment & Development) points out the major flaw to this argument: “It is not the movement against TTIP that opens the doors for right-wing populists, but those that continue to force TTIP, CETA and their old economic policies upon an unwilling electorate.” The movement critical of deals like TTIP and CETA, meanwhile, has taken explicit stances against nationalist and far right parties, groups and messages. It has put forward progressive trade alternatives that are open, democratic, and internationalist, having very little in common with the xenophobic approaches of Trump and the like. This cynical equation of the movement for just trade with nationalist right discourse also ignores the way Trump’s agenda has far more in common with TTIP – massive deregulation, over-empowered corporations – than with the movement that opposes it; not to mention that Trump is showing signs of a thaw on trade deals due to the efforts of US multinationals.

Much of the media coverage of peaceful protests against TTIP and CETA in Germany parroted this argument and portrayed the protesters “in ways that somehow put them on the level of the anti-Muslim, anti-immigrant Pegida marches”, notes LobbyControl. Journalist for German liberal weekly Die Zeit, Petra Pinzler, challenged this kind of reporting by pointing out that the vast majority of demonstrators present were not racist nationalists, but trade unionists and environmental activists evoking solidarity with refugees and the poor. An academic study on the protests found that the demonstrators were generally well-informed, concerned that CETA and TTIP would undermine a fair and just world order, and active in solidarity for refugees campaigns as well as the peace, human rights and environmental movement. Moreover, the criticisms of today’s trade deals are resonating ever further into mainstream society: students, academics, blue- and white-collar workers, SMEs, farmers’ unions, local and regional governments across the political-spectrum, even associations of judges and former high level Commission officials have spoken out against the agreements. People who, writes journalist Pinzler, “believe in cooperation, government, and global rules” but are “concerned that modern trade policy has undermined democracy”. Why? Because modern trade deals overwhelmingly focus on getting rid of ‘non-tariff trade barriers’, a catch-all term for any regulation that restricts imports: “food safety standards, public services, or regulation of the Internet”.

> Critics are populists, nationalists... or just like Trump <
Things that reach “far beyond the traditional sphere of business and into values, social norms, and social progress” which result from “decades of democratic governance”, writes Pinzler. It is “irresponsible to leave such decisions to trade experts.”

Media reporting in Germany has also described anti-TTIP sentiment as “anti-Americanism” – as have think tanks funded by large corporations and business associations like Bertelsmann and ECIPE (see Table 1). Yet as Daniel Lüchow writes for the German green party-affiliated Heinrich-Böll Foundation, this is “a smokescreen rather than a valid argument. It is used to discredit the messenger (the protesters) in order to devaluate their point of view... whenever it is difficult to rebut the argument itself.”

The same can be said for the attribution of all concerns to ‘populism’ or ‘anti-globalisation’ feeling, or dismissing the discontent as Trump sympathisers. Alas, the election of Trump has made it easier for policymakers to “effectively lump CSOs [civil society organisations] with ‘economic populists’ and, to an extent, delegitimise their opposition,” notes Dr Gabriel Siles-Brügge, Associate Professor in Public Policy at the University of Warwick. This is despite the fact that a glance at the values and alternatives of progressive civil society groups shows this generalisation to be ridiculous and indefensible.

Newspaper ad by german neoliberal front group INSM saying „Be careful on the Trump rail.”
There is a widespread effort by TTIP/CETA’s proponents to define ‘evidence’ and ‘facts’ as only those statements and assertions that come from the pro-TTIP camp, whilst critics produce ‘myths’ and ‘misconceptions’. Whether portrayed as well intentioned but misinformed (or economically illiterate – see C), or as pushing some nefarious agenda, the ‘myths’ and ‘lies’ spread by critics constitute fear-mongering. Emotional arguments stoke up emotional reactions in the public, the argument goes, and are therefore irrational and illegitimate.

But the ‘facts’ drawn on by the Commission and corporate interest groups are not neutral at all. They frequently draw on figures quantifying the ‘jobs and growth’ that a treaty like TTIP will create, based on computable general equilibrium (CGE) models. These are models which, academics Ferdi De Ville and Gabriel Siles-Brügge conclude, “downplay the potential deregulatory impact of an agreement” and “serve the pro-liberalisation agenda of the European Commission and other advocates of the TTIP.”

The ‘facts’ so often used to debunk the ‘myths’ and ‘lies’ of civil society are little more than “fictional expectations”, results derived from models “shrouded in uncertainty”, as De Ville and Siles-Brügge put it. Yet they are presented as reliable predictions of the outcome. Thus, economic studies using CGE models are “used to disguise the privileging of interests calling for market access gains over those concerned with social and environmental protection.” One such example is the TTIP study (and PR around it) by neoliberal think tank Bertelsmann Stiftung (see Table 1), which dramatically over-emphasised the economic potential of the US-EU trade deal, as indicated by trade union research institute IMK. Even Professor Clive George, a senior economist from the University of Manchester who has conducted impact assessments of trade negotiations for the European Commission, noted that the results of such studies are “highly speculative” and should be treated with caution.

We also see use of ‘straw man’ arguments that misrepresent an opponent’s position (ie making a straw man version of their argument which is easier to knock down). An example of this, noted by Belgian Social Democratic MEP Marie Arena’s advisor Marta Ruiz Carnés, could be the caricature that on the day after signing these treaties there will be hormone beef and GMOs in our shops. These kind of easy-to-dismiss, simplistic pastiches sweep over the serious and nuanced analysis produced by consumer associations, trade unions, and NGOs. In reality their analysis concerns the risks of giving more power to multinational companies through regulatory cooperation, or dispute settlement mechanisms that put economic interests before the public interest. The German Conservative Party MP Joachim Pfeiffer has said that “outrage industry” (in German, “Empörungsindustrie”) groups like consumer rights and food industry watchdog, Foodwatch, and progressive online campaigning group, Campact, “don’t provide any factual input in the public debate about the TTIP”. Yet an editorial of German weekly Der Spiegel concludes that the opposite is true: the anti-TTIP movement’s growth owes much to “their use of arguments that are supported by studies or external expertise, which TTIP supporters have not been able to contradict”.

Contrary to the dismissal of concerns for being ‘emotional’, it is also not irrational to have an ‘emotional’ reaction of worry or indignation in response to substantive reasons for concern (see box 3). Dr Siles-Brügge makes the point that all our actions
Box 3: The broad spectrum of concern over TTIP/CETA

Criticism of, and opposition to, neoliberal trade deals like TTIP and CETA, or some of their elements, is both widespread and well-substantiated. It is absolutely not the case that such criticism is the domain of NGOs only. Criticisms and concerns are shared widely among the middle classes, blue-and white-collar workers, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), legal experts, students, farmers groups, local and regional politicians across the political-spectrum, and beyond – not just ‘lefties’ and ‘greens’, as pro-TTIP corporate lobbies often try to imply. These criticisms are backed up by a large quantity of in-depth academic studies.

- Numerous legal scholars have spoken out against the far-reaching privileges for foreign investors in EU trade deals. In a 2014 Commission consultation 120 academic experts from leading universities stated that “investor-state arbitration delivers undue structural advantages to foreign investors and risks distorting the marketplace at the expense of domestically-owned companies”. In October 2016, 101 law professors from 24 EU countries opposed the investor privileges in CETA and TTIP, arguing that they “will potentially lead to a large number of investor-state claims and subsequently to high legal fees and billions of damages paid out of public budgets”.

- The German and the European associations of judges sounded alarm bells about granting exclusive rights and pseudo-courts to foreign investors. They called on legislators to “significantly curb recourse to arbitration in the context of the protection of international investors” because “the creation of special courts for certain groups of litigants is the wrong way forward.”

- Academics have provided numerous in-depth analyses of different CETA chapters showing how the agreement undermines the precautionary principle, threatens public services such as water, limits the policy-space of municipalities and regions for providing public services, and could lead to job losses and increase social inequality.

- Public authorities and research institutes have also come to critical assessments of TTIP and CETA. For example, the German Federal Environment Agency concluded there were “potentially significant environmental risks” from regulatory cooperation.

- Former high-ranking EU Commission official Pierre Defraigne, Nobel Prize winner Joseph Stiglitz, renowned French economist Thomas Piketty, and a group of UN experts are just a few of the prominent figures who have also come out against CETA/TTIP or parts of the agreements, in particular its provisions for regulatory cooperation and investor protection.
Underpinning many arguments is the assumption that those who don’t support TTIP-style trade deals are, quite simply, economically illiterate: critics don’t understand how things really work and thus fail to respond to ‘clarifications’ offered by proponents by rescinding their objections. Never mind that these clarifications time and again merely assert that, for example, the deals will not undermine democratic decision-making or weaken social and environmental standards. This is part of a broader portrayal of neoliberalism as a non-ideological, natural law. It is only deviations from it that are ideological; failure to come round to the “right” way of thinking is result of being blinkered by ideological baggage. This also enables a kind of ‘technocratic repression’, points out Dr Siles-Brügge (who notes that he is borrowing the term from fellow academic Wesley Widmaier), whereby people can be discredited by saying they’re not speaking the language of trade, and don’t understand the technicalities. Similarly, notes MEP advisor Marta Ruiz Carnés, there is somehow the implication that opposition exists either because of a basic ideological anti trade/anti-globalisation stance or because people are ill-informed. Hence, rather than genuinely questioning the content of TTIP-style trade deals, the Commission’s response to citizens’ criticism has mostly focused on increased efforts to improve communication to make people understand that this is what’s good for them, and so accept it.

It is in this context that a German MEP from the Conservative party can hit out at the Austrian Chancellor’s growing rejection of TTIP and CETA as irresponsible and incompatible with “serious politics”. It is in this light that (then) German Minister of the Economy Sigmar Gabriel can tell the World Economic Forum in Davos that German public opposition to TTIP comes from being “rich and hysterical”. And that The Economist can describe that same opposition as “undermining the very thing that has ensured their success”, implying that “scare stories” have led the German public to oppose its own best interest. Two years earlier, note, the magazine published a scathing critique of the foreign investor rights in TTIP and other agreements as „a way to let multinational companies get rich at the expense of ordinary people“.

Mainstream political parties on the left and right have, over decades, become comfortable in the belief that there is no alternative to neoliberal free-market globalization. But as Forum on Environment & Development director Jürgen Maier notes, an “ideology that so obviously results in many more losers than winners cannot really work in the long term, particularly not in democracies”. Those who have been so long and faithfully wedded to Thatcher’s dogma ‘There Is No Alternative’ no longer know “how to think in alternatives or to discuss alternatives”. But, points out Maier, “in real life there are always alternatives”. Nonetheless, finding this premise being challenged from all sides has come as an irritating shock – and all sides literally means all sides. TTIP/CETA-style trade deals, and particularly aspects of them like regulatory cooperation and far-reaching investor privileges, are not only being criticised by NGOs, trade unions and left-wing or green parties, but by academics, judges, SMEs, regional governments spanning the political spectrum, and more (see box 3). Dismissing criticism as a product of blind ideology just doesn’t cut it.
Some of the most serious smear tactics are aimed at sowing seeds of doubt about the motivations of critics by insinuating (regardless of the total absence of evidence) that their funding comes from Russia, or painting other funding sources as dubious. As Léa Auffret of the European Consumer Organisation BEUC, one of several civil society groups that the Commission invited to its advisory group on TTIP, notes, attacking NGOs’ funding or transparency is a diversion from having to address their arguments. As she points out, you don’t need to engage with what NGOs are saying, you just need to create doubt. Once the integrity of an NGO is in question, then even if they bring strong counter arguments and compelling evidence to the debate, some people will always think, ‘But what if they are funded by Russia’?

Another tactic has been to imply that progressive campaign groups are fabricating and stirring up people’s fears about trade deals purely to get money from them. This argument is both unconvincing and desperate: there really must be easier ways to make money than going into a non-profit to brainwash the public, using the medium of arcane trade policy, into donating a few euros a month to fight imaginary foes.

Ad hominem attacks are also springing up, focusing on the person making an argument rather than addressing the argument itself. For example Politico magazine’s feature on Thilo Bode, founder of FoodWatch – a German NGO that campaigns for safe, healthy, and affordable food – dubbed him the “man who killed TTIP”, who “lives from scandalization” by stirring up fears to gain more members and funding, under a “veneer of seriousness”.

The article simply picks a figurehead to fling mud at, rather than assess the real criticisms being made.

Box 4: Trade officials discrediting critics too

It is not only corporate interests that have used disingenuous arguments and catch-all caricatures to discredit critics. Their ideological bedfellows in the European Commission have been at it too. Trade Commissioner Malmström, speaking to journalists at a DG Trade-organised briefing in March 2015, characterised arguments against TTIP as: “We don’t like trade, we don’t like free trade and we don’t like the US”. Back in 2013, an EU Trade Spokesman condemned “Anti-trade and anti-business lobby group Corporate Europe Observatory” for “misleading and exaggerated claims” about TTIP, doing a “disservice” to a discussion that should be based on “the facts and not the spin”. In response to concerns raised by Greenpeace about the EU-Japan trade deal, Commissioner Malmström said in January 2017 that “whatever it is in any trade agreement they will be against it”, dismissing the criticism as “storm in a teacup”. Across the pond, following the leaks of TTIP documents by Greenpeace in May 2016, then US Trade Representative Michael Froman described their interpretation as “misleading at best and flat out wrong at worst”. Former US Ambassador to the EU, Anthony Gardner, wrote in May 2017 of the “uninformed critics of free trade” and the way “Simple falsehoods peddled on social media trump complex truths”. Gardner added that making TTIP work will require “greater use of ‘third-party validators’ (people unaffiliated with U.S., EU or national bureaucracies) to spread a pro-free trade and globalization message”, particularly via social media.
Many of the corporate interest groups that lobbied the Commission most on TTIP – representing multinational corporations that would win big from the trade deal – have turned their hand to the discredit-the-critics game. Table 1 gives an overview of some of the pro-TTIP/CETA corporate lobbies and think tanks that have helped weave a tapestry of language designed to dismiss, discredit, or delegitimise the trade deals’ critics. While by no means exhaustive, it does show what appears to be a concerted strategy from industry with repeating overlapping phrases and detractions from a variety of sources. Some of those most actively engaged in these efforts, or using particularly vehement or blatant arguments, are looked at in more detail. First, a selection of the industry groups that seek to benefit most from the trade deals, then a couple of the corporate think tanks that artificially portray themselves as rational and neutral.

**Industry groups representing corporations that will benefit most from TTIP, CETA etc**

Many corporate lobby groups have joined the game of ‘discredit your critics’ (see Table 1), including Brussels’ biggest, BusinessEurope. With corporate partners including Bayer, BP, British American Tobacco, Facebook, Novartis, Phillip Morris, Shell, and Volkswagen, BusinessEurope was the most active lobby group on TTIP. It lobbied for TTIP to stop environmental policies being “barriers to trade” and to prevent governments “discriminating” against polluting products and for TTIP to allow big business “co-write regulation”. To distract from its harmful agenda, BusinessEurope produced a video in 2015 explaining that the “protests and controversial debates about TTIP” are “not always based on facts”, and promising to “clarify” the “myths”. To distract from its harmful agenda, BusinessEurope produced a video in 2015 explaining that the “protests and controversial debates about TTIP” are “not always based on facts”, and promising to “clarify” the “myths”. To distract from its harmful agenda, BusinessEurope produced a video in 2015 explaining that the “protests and controversial debates about TTIP” are “not always based on facts”, and promising to “clarify” the “myths”. To distract from its harmful agenda, BusinessEurope produced a video in 2015 explaining that the “protests and controversial debates about TTIP” are “not always based on facts”, and promising to “clarify” the “myths”. To distract from its harmful agenda, BusinessEurope produced a video in 2015 explaining that the “protests and controversial debates about TTIP” are “not always based on facts”, and promising to “clarify” the “myths”. To distract from its harmful agenda, BusinessEurope produced a video in 2015 explaining that the “protests and controversial debates about TTIP” are “not always based on facts”, and promising to “clarify” the “myths”. Following Trump’s election, BusinessEurope referred to its “priorities in a ‘post-truth’ society” in which citizens’ “sense of fear” has given rise to “populism or anti-trade feelings”; an unsubtle attempt to portray progressive criticisms of corporate-serving trade deals as akin to Trump’s xenophobic protectionism (see A). Fear is a recurring theme for BusinessEurope; in its August 2016 ‘TTIP outlook’ it said that whilst “[l]egitimate concerns” must be heard “we cannot permit fear to overwhelm us”. In contrast to this ‘fear’ and ‘anti-trade’ populism, it welcomes CETA as the EU’s “best” and “most progressive” trade deal. This analysis, however, is questionable. CETA has been criticised, amongst others, by progressive MEPs from three political groups in the European Parliament who point out that our COP21 climate commitments “are deeply contradicted by CETA, which is expected to increase greenhouse gas emissions”, by renowned French economist Thomas Piketty who...
has called CETA “a treaty which belongs to another age” which „should be rejected” because „it contains absolutely no restrictive measures concerning fiscal or climate issues” as well as by hundreds of civil society groups from both sides of the Atlantic, including many trade unions.

Close buddy of BusinessEurope (and the fourth most active lobby group on TTIP), the European Services Forum (ESF) represents the interests of global services giants like Deutsche Bank, HSBC Group, Orange, and Prudential. ESF explicitly fought against efforts by Parliamentarians to protect public services in TTIP, lobbying for the deal to allow corporations to “invest in ‘privately funded’ education and health services.” ESF’s Vice President characterised polls showing lack of public support for TTIP in Germany as “citizens against opportunities”, and heralded CETA as a “progressive trade agreement” that stands as a “thoughtful and democratic response to the inward looking, populist politics”. But as noted by environmental law experts at ClientEarth, “CETA is not a progressive agreement. It offers businesses a great deal, including the ability to sue governments without any strings attached. There are no obligations for investors, the commitments in the environmental chapter are not enforceable” and the exceptions clauses to safeguard public interest decision-making are “completely outdated.”

Another active proponent of the EU-US trade deal, chemicals lobby group CEFIC – whose members will greatly benefit from these trade deals – also went on the offensive. Comprised of petrochemical giants like BASF, BP, Dow Europe, ExxonMobil Chemical Europe, and Shell Chemicals, CEFIC has a long history of fighting EU environmental and climate laws. It hit back at critics with its TTIP ‘mythbuster’ about chemicals regulatory cooperation, labelling civil society and health experts’ concerns about the weakening of EU chemical safety rules as ‘myths’, and contrasting them with ‘facts’ (that simply dismissed these concerns). One of the key ‘myths’ it ‘busted’ was that “EU chemical companies are not asking for harmonisation or mutual recognition” of EU and US chemicals rules. This was a concern because of fears of lowering standards. Yet analysis of internal Commission documents and CEFIC positions show how the chemicals association lobbied the Commission for precisely that! CEFIC explicitly told the EU that mutual recognition is its “long-term” or “ultimate goal”. Rather than myth-busting, CEFIC was misleading the public.
**Table 1: Corporate lobbies and think tanks, and the language used to discredit critics/criticisms of TTIP/CETA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who?</th>
<th>Corporate Interests?</th>
<th>Language used to discredit critics/criticisms of TTIP/CETA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AmCham EU</strong> (American Chamber of Commerce to the European Union)</td>
<td>Members of the US big business lobby group include Facebook, Google, ExxonMobil, Dow, Monsanto, Syngenta, Pfizer, GlaxoSmithKline, McDonalds, Coca Cola, Phillip Morris, British American Tobacco, Goldman Sachs, and Bank of America Merrill Lynch.</td>
<td>“misplaced fear”, “sources that masquerade as being factual”, “scare-mongering websites and tweets”, “constant army of trolls”, the “same propaganda machine that is fueling extreme populist movements”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bertelsmann Stiftung &amp; its North American arm</strong> Bertelsmann Foundation</td>
<td>This think tank holds the majority shareholding in Bertelsmann SE, one of Europe’s largest media conglomerates likely to benefit from TTIP, which it vocally supports. Board of trustees includes representatives of Nestle, Allianz, AXA, and McKinsey.</td>
<td>“fear mongering”, “dissemination of misinformation”, “lost in hysteria”, “awash with such unsubstantiated claims”, “anti-Americanism”, “myths about TTIP”, “emotional and sensational”, “surplus of anxiety”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BusinessEurope</strong></td>
<td>Brings together all major European employers’ federations. Its privileged ‘partner companies’ include BASF, British American Tobacco, Bayer, BP, EDF, Facebook, Ford, GE, IBM, Japan Tobacco International, Microsoft, Novartis, Phillip Morris International, Shell, Total, and Volkswagen.</td>
<td>“not always based on facts”, “common myths”, “sense of fear… giving rise to populism or anti-trade feelings”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Alliance for TTIP</strong></td>
<td>Set up by AmChamEU, BusinessEurope, ESF, TABC, etc.</td>
<td>“misconceptions”, “myths”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEFIC (European Chemical Industry Council)</strong></td>
<td>Petrochemical industry lobby group members include BASF, Bayer, BP, Dow Europe, ExxonMobil Chemical Europe, Shell Chemicals, Solvay, and Total Chimie</td>
<td>“myths” that ‘encourage bullshit to propagate’, ‘dumbing down humanity’ NGOs “don’t practice the transparency they preach”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table only includes footnote references for quotes and information that are not referenced elsewhere in the text.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who?</th>
<th>Corporate Interests?</th>
<th>Language used to discredit critics/criticisms of TTIP/CETA*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEPS (Centre for European Policy Studies)</strong></td>
<td>This neoliberal think tank’s corporate members include Allianz, Bayer, British American Tobacco, Business Europe, Commerzbank, Deloitte, ExxonMobil, Google, ING, JPMorgan, Microsoft, Nestlé, Pepsico, PWC, REPSOL, Shell, Statoil, Total, Vattenfall, and Volkswagen. Board of directors includes Vice-Chairman of Suez-tractebel and former Vice Chairman of Citigroup.85</td>
<td>“messages of doubt, if not suspicion”, “misperceptions”, “caricatures”, “‘angst’ for regulatory chill”, “accusations or assertions... plainly incorrect” “no objective grounds for... fear”,86 “gibberish”, „endless repetition of nonsense that lingers on”87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECIPE (European Centre for International Political Economy)</strong></td>
<td>Think tank funded by Swedish business association the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise and “dozens of multinationals”, with an advisory board including KPMG, CSL-Behring, ESF, and King &amp; Spalding.</td>
<td>“deceptive, and therefore destructive”, “far-fetched myths to effectively evoke citizens’ emotions”, “virally (re)tweeted myths”, “latent anti-Americanism”, “German Angst”, “ill-informed citizens”, “unteachable”, “unshakeable despise for TTIP”, “sensation-seeking speculation”, NGO “puppet masters”, “myths and hate speech”, “in bed with #Russia”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EFILA (European Federation for Investment Law and Arbitration)</strong></td>
<td>Corporate law firms with a stake in the lucrative investment arbitration industry, including White &amp; Case, King &amp; Spalding, and Mannheimer Swartling, plus multinationals that benefit from foreign investor privileges like Achmea and Shell.</td>
<td>“anti-ISDS propaganda”, “scare and misinform”, “exploited a rather technical topic for their own pockets”, anti-ISDS groups making a “handsome profit from the anti-ISDS/anti-trade/anti-globalization campaign, which they have unleashed”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EFPIA (European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations)</strong></td>
<td>Big pharma lobby group members include GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer, Bayer, Lilly, Novartis, Shire, Sanofi, Merck, and Roche.88</td>
<td>“Many concerns about TTIP, though, have been based on inaccurate information and have morphed into baseless criticisms”, “dispelling the myths”89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who?</td>
<td>Corporate Interests?</td>
<td>Language used to discredit critics/criticisms of TTIP/CETA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EPICENTER</strong></td>
<td>This free market think tank provides no information on funding (other than no “taxpayer funding”), but one of its six think tank founders at least has no qualms about taking funding from big tobacco giants like Philip Morris.</td>
<td>“relentless scaremongering”, “baseless and utterly untrue”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESF (European Services Forum)</strong></td>
<td>The pro-liberalisation corporate group members include Deutsche Bank, HSBC Group, Orange, Prudential, and BusinessEurope.</td>
<td>“citizens against opportunities”, “inward looking, populist politics”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institute of Directors</strong></td>
<td>UK business leader’s group, chaired by former executive director of Rupert Murdoch’s News International, board including current or former roles at EasyJet, Smiths Group, and American Express. British Chamber of Commerce in Belgium is a member, as are “FTSE board members” and “CEOs of multinational organisations.”</td>
<td>“scaremongering myths”, “irrelevant half-truths”, “reactionary voices of anti-globalisation”, “cacophony of scaremongering whipped up around TTIP” by unions and environmental groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Swedish Enterprise (Confederation of Swedish Enterprise)</strong></td>
<td>The Swedish member of BusinessEurope unites 50 industry associations, which represent companies such as H&amp;M, IKEA, AstraZeneca, and Ericsson.</td>
<td>“unfounded, misleading assertions”, “misconceptions”, “myths” that have no basis in reality and distort debate”, “misunderstanding of the facts”, “intention to misinform”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TABC (Trans-Atlantic Business Council)</strong></td>
<td>The EU-US big business lobby’s founding companies include BASF, BP, IBM, ING, Philips, and PwC, and its member companies include Chevron Corporation, Exxon Mobil, Pfizer, Lilly, Telefónica, Audi, and Ford.</td>
<td>“gross exaggeration”, most criticisms “will likely prove to be unfounded”, “Trump’s victory could also serve to embolden anti-trade protesters on the continent”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VNO-NCW</strong></td>
<td>Dutch business association, BusinessEurope member. Took Shell, ING, and Unilever to discuss TTIP with DG Trade.</td>
<td>“extremely concerned by the immense emotional and out of proportion dimension that the discussion on investment has taken in Europe”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CEFIC tweet that implies people who are reasonably and legitimately concerned about TTIP and chemicals safety are “bullshit propagators” who “dumb down humanity”? Despite analysis that demonstrably busted CEFIC’s “mythbuster.” 99
AmCham EU also tried to discredit critics of trade deals. AmCham EU exists to promote the interests of US big business in Europe and is a tireless advocate of TTIP, with members set to profit handsomely from the agreement, from Google, ExxonMobil, Dow, and Monsanto to Coca Cola, Phillip Morris, Goldman Sachs and more. Some member companies have written about TTIP on AmCham EU’s blog on Brussels bubble media platform Euractiv. For example, General Electric (GE) describes the “misplaced fear” about the lowering of European standards as “exasperating”. Many TTIP opponents, says GE, disregard the fact that EU and US standards are often very similar and “make exaggerated claims of differentiation”. This is unsurprising, says GE, because seeing oneself “mirrored in a close neighbour threatens the sense of self, and one’s own perception of superiority.” Unfortunately for this pseudo-psychoanalytical argument, it’s hard to see how 1378 chemicals banned for use in cosmetics in the EU, compared to just 11 in the US, or 82 harmful pesticides banned in the EU but not in the US, can be described as “very similar” standards, or dismissed as an exaggerated product of perceived superiority.

Ramping up the toxic rhetoric further, AmChamEU content advisor Marius Nicolescu wrote an article in February 2017 which described so-called “anti-trade supporters” basing their arguments on “sources that masquerade as being factual”. It is thanks to “scare-mongering websites and tweets” and “the constant army of trolls that invade any debate on trade” that the “anti-globalisation group” seems very large and powerful. Formerly fringe organisations and NGOs, it claims, realised that “nobody will take them seriously” in “any kind of meaningful meetings with AmCham EU offices in Brussels. © LobbyControl
policy makers”, but if they “scream loud enough” to amass “a group of previously indifferent people” then they may prosper. And to top it all off, AmCham EU’s content adviser claims it is the “same propaganda machine that is fuelling extreme populist movements” across the US and EU. Florid language aside, the article is just hot air. If so-called ‘fringe’ groups that no policy-maker would meet were the only critics, why were several organisations critical of TTIP (eg public health group EPHA, consumers organisation BEUC, environmental group T&E) invited into the Commission’s TTIP advisory group? What of the many rigorous academic studies critical of the trade deals’ components, and warnings from legal experts and judges (see box 3)? Or that the anti-TTIP/CETA movement calls for an alternative trade policy that serves environmental protection, reduces global inequality, strengthens social rights and democratic oversight? Nothing like the far right’s xenophobic visions (see A).

Box 5: Lobby consultancies in the mix

Lobby consultancies also play a role in helping big business promote TTIP – and discredit its critics. Public affairs firm Hill & Knowlton (H+K) offers “powerful communications” that can create change “in the corridors of government” and “the minds of consumers”. H+K lists dozens of corporate clients in the EU’s lobby register, from pharmaceutical giants like Novartis, GSK, and MSD, to agribusiness powerhouses Avril and EuropaBio. It also names Business Alliance for TTIP as a client, which was set up in 2013 by BusinessEurope, ESF, the Transatlantic Business Council, AmChamEU, and other business groups, to “communicate the benefits of TTIP”. The Alliance has released statements about TTIP “misconceptions” and hosted a media briefing (featuring BusinessEurope, ESF, CEFIC, and Siemens) advocating that an “ambitious and comprehensive agreement is the only way forward”. At the briefing, Siemens said the Commission “has asked us” to “dispel some of the many myths surrounding” TTIP.

Lobby consultancy Kreab helps out with the communications for its client Swedish Enterprise’s front group, the Alliance for Responsible Commerce (see box 2). ARC claims to promote „rational and non-emotive debate“ on TTIP, but having an “editorial team” from Kreab reveals it as the lobbying tool it really is.

Another lobby firm of interest, for different reasons, is Red Flag, whose clients include the North American Meat Institute, British American Tobacco, and Monsanto. Red Flag’s niche is offering industries with a bad reputation and/or facing lobbying access restrictions (eg tobacco) “more creative, more dynamic” ways of influencing. It drummed up business via a 2016 report ‘Closing Doors: Is Industry Being Frozen Out In Brussels?’, noting the frustration of industry that “NGOs are considered ‘good’ lobbyists” but “corporate lobbyists are met with suspicion”. Its methods to help clients avoid supposed „exclusion“ by decision-makers involve tactics such as campaigns to activate “grassroots” third-party voices, and point them “towards strategic targets in support of our clients’ objectives”. It concludes that “a strong reputation can be a valuable tool in maintaining access to policymakers”. Others, however, have certainly figured out that the converse may be true: damaging the reputation of civil society groups might limit their access or influence.
Think tanks have been key players in the debate about TTIP, on paper and in conference rooms; a group of investigative journalists\textsuperscript{117} identified seven which have been particularly active. According to them, over 300 companies sponsored the activities of these think tanks, whose “seemingly scientific analyses” helped gather support for TTIP in political circles.\textsuperscript{118} Like their funders, however, the think tanks are also moving to discredit TTIP critics.

Trade policy think tank the European Centre for International Political Economy (ECIPE) used disparagement, smears, and insinuation in its 2016 report ‘Manufacturing Discontent: The Rise to Power of Anti-TTIP Groups’.\textsuperscript{119} Throughout, the report implies that the neoliberal trade and investment regime is an inherent good, and not ‘ideological’ at all, but the indisputable natural order of things (see C). Thus campaigning against TTIP is not just illegitimate but must be either manipulative, dishonest, or conducted for nefarious purposes (eg to get more money or support).

Yet of course, as academic Ferdi de Ville puts it, the “ideological position of these think tanks corresponds with the ideas of those who are using their services”.\textsuperscript{120} ECIPE’s Director Fredrik Erixon reportedly “proudly revealed that his think tank is funded by dozens of multinationals”, though he will not reveal names.\textsuperscript{121} Its board includes representatives from ESF, the Koch Brothers-funded American Enterprise Institute, and law firms like major ISDS industry player King & Spalding.\textsuperscript{122} ECIPE’s “base-funding” comes from the Swedish Free Enterprise Foundation (SFN), founded and funded by BusinessEurope’s Swedish member, the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise.\textsuperscript{123} Swedish Enterprise produced a report in 2015 asserting that all studies that don’t show positive economic effects from TTIP can and should be dismissed – citing the very think tank it supports, ECIPE, as part of the “academic literature” which discredits them.\textsuperscript{124} It co-organised a May 2016 seminar in Brussels entitled ‘TTIP – what’s really in it for businesses?’ at which Commissioner Malmström said that the Commission is “not a campaign organisation” and “can’t do the communication on our own” – it needs, she said, help from “member states and businesses alike”.\textsuperscript{125} The Commission appealing to business for help with pro-TTIP propaganda? Six months later, ECIPE, the think tank Swedish Enterprise supports, published ‘Manufacturing Discontent’. Its author, Matthias Bauer, was formerly a coordinator at the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, the political foundation linked to Germany’s conservative Christian Democrats party (CDU). The report bemoans “deceptive communication campaigns against TTIP” orchestrated by a faction of German green and leftwing activists and politicians, NGOs and “protectionist organisations”, which used “far-fetched myths to effectively evoke citizens’ emotions” (see B). Widespread aversion to TTIP in Germany (and everywhere else) is a result of these cartoon-villains “masquerading” as pro-democracy, pro-environment, and pro-Christian civil society. They wield “mind-penetrating” force via their exploitation of online media to spread “virally (re)tweeted myths”. Also thrown in are: “latent anti-Americanism”, “German Angst”, and wild aspersions about Russia funding anti-TTIP groups (a conclusion drawn from precisely no evidence – see box 6). All this, says ECIPE, “poisoned” the public debate about TTIP and CETA.
Box 6: The power of casting aspersions: Russia pulling the strings?

Tweets encouraging people to read ECIPE’s ‘Manufacturing Discontent’ report by its author read, “How RUSSIA supports ANTI-TTIP NGOs in GERMANY” and “#greenpeace_de and #foeeurope in bed with #Russia”. One would think there must be some pretty robust evidence behind these alarming allegations! In reality, the strongest evidence is merely the assertion that unidentified “Close observers of the TTIP debate” in Germany “suspect that some of Germany’s declared anti-TTIP organisations are partly funded by Russian organisations”. Concerning this funding, “there is no public information available on how anti-TTIP campaign organisations were supported with money originating from Russian sources.” They clearly made the most of finding no links whatsoever to Russian funding! It takes impressive mental gymnastics to infer from progressive campaigning group Campact not publishing information on individual donations below €5000, that “substantial financial funding may have arrived from pressure groups… interested in systematically adverse coverage of TTIP, including Russian sources”. The New York Times quotes Campact Managing Director Felix Kolb: these false accusations, he says, show “how desperate” the deal’s supporters were to discredit the opposition, adding that Campact takes no money from any Russian sources. Its 1.6 million members, Kolb said, make monthly donations averaging €8. The same article quotes European Council President Donald Tusk as saying that Moscow was backing “well-organized actions, propaganda, so-called NGOs” to oppose TTIP. Both Commission and Council declined to comment on this quoted allegation, in response to Parliamentary questions.

ECIPE’s report also suggests that the public’s concerns about TTIP are manufactured by “vote- and donation-chasing green and left-wing” politicians, NGOs and trade unions with the “vast majority of anti-TTIP groups act[ing] on the grounds of self-interest”, playing “selfishly and recklessly” on the emotions of “ill-informed citizens.” This unconvincing attempt to cast public interest groups’ as manipulating an ignorant public due to greedy motivations, is pure misdirection to avoid having to engage with their serious arguments (see D). The report’s author also cynically lumps in ‘anti-TTIP’ groups with “the promoters of Brexit, Donald Trump and right-wing, nationalist movements in Europe”, and implies to attack EU trade policy gives “grist to the mills for nationalist movements” (see A). There are numerous other disturbing elements to ECIPE’s report using arguments that seek to shut down political dissent. Trade should only be left to “trusted experts” who know that trade is not to blame for any of the world’s “great miseries” (ie ‘experts’ can only be pro-TTIP) and secrecy in the TTIP talks is the only way to protect policy-making against the “excessively critical, sensation-seeking speculation” of vested NGO interests, it claims. Also disturbing is ECIPE’s rhetoric about confronting the movement’s “puppet masters”, and holding political parties and civil society groups accountable for “the dissemination of myths and hate speech on the Internet and beyond”. Hate speech, the Cambridge dictionary defines, “expresses hate or encourages violence towards a person or group based on
something such as race, religion, sex, or sexual orientation". TTIP is a potential economic treaty rooted in particular economic ideology, serving particular economic interests; it is not a human being with human rights. Calls to ‘stop TTIP’ or that ‘TTIP kills’ are not hate speech. It is both incendiary, and insulting to people who are victims of hate speech to suggest that it is.

Last but not least, ECIPE’s report takes aim at public funding for NGOs critical of TTIP. ECIPE implies that espousing any kind of messages inspired by left-wing values should make a civil society organisation ineligible for public funds, and it suggests the Commission “seriously question” if civil society should get public support. Thus, we have an industry-funded think tank seeking to cut off the supply lines of its opponents/critics. ECIPE adds that, in light of “deceptive (social) online media campaigns”, the Commission should “monitor how CSOs engage in shaping public opinion and strictly condition access to public funds to clearly defined rules on how to engage in campaign activities”. ECIPE’s calls are dangerously close to demanding an end to public support for dissenting voices, which is a key warning sign for deteriorating democratic structures. Democracy should facilitate dissent, not cut it off.

Another ‘think tank’ that has gone on the attack is the European Federation for Investment Law and Arbitration (EFILA). It is comprised of corporate lawyers and law firms that are the main beneficiaries when investors sue states on the basis of trade deals (ISDS), for example, White & Case, King & Spalding, and Mannheimer Swartling. EFILA also includes firms that have already profited handsomely from such cases against states, such as financial services company Achmea and fossil fuel giant Shell. Nonetheless, EFILA, which was set up in 2015 at the height of public opposition to ISDS, promises to foster “objective debate” and “merit-based discussion” of investment arbitration. EFILA concludes from its “comprehensive 40 page study” that criticisms of ISDS are not supported by facts or experience which should not, it says, be a surprise to those of “a rational, unbiased, perspective” (see C). EFILA’s secretary-general Nikos Lavranos alleges that ISDS critics use “effective propaganda” to “scare and misinform the general public, media, and politicians”. Their motives, says Lavranos, are anything but altruistic: anti-ISDS groups have “exploited a rather technical topic for their own pockets”, and are making a “handsome profit from the anti-ISDS/anti-trade/anti-globalization campaign” they’ve unleashed over Europe.

Three academic researchers specialised in ISDS rejected EFILA’s allegations, finding „it problematic that supporters of ISDS are often eager to accuse others of being motivated by self-interest but not themselves even though, in our experience, most ISDS supporters are members of the ISDS arbitration industry”. The academics also criticised EFILA’s „selective“ presentation of certain critical arguments, noting that some of their claims „fly in the face of the available evidence“ documented in scholarly literature. Notably, they defended the 2012 ‘Profiting from injustice’ report by Corporate Europe Observatory and the Transnational Institute, which had been heavily criticised by EFILA, stating that „in our view, that CEO/ TNI report has done more than any single publication to draw the attention of policymakers and the public to the important and glaring absence of judicial safeguards in ISDS“.
Political and media allies join the attack on NGOs

The shift in corporate interest group tactics from trying to win public support to trying to discredit and de-legitimise their critics has had worrying knock-on effects. Generally, efforts to discredit critics have overwhelmingly targeted NGOs, portraying them as ‘puppet masters’ or scaremongers seeking more money from a fearful public. This narrowing in on NGOs is a complete misrepresentation: substantive criticisms and concerns have come from a wide array of academics, trade unions, small businesses, judges, local governments, etc (see box 3). Despite this some political figures – and parts of the media – with whom corporate-friendly, neoliberal arguments resonate, have joined in the attack morphing it into a more general crackdown on civil society organisations and freedom of speech.

In March 2017, German Christian Democrat MEP Markus Pieper (EPP) presented an own-initiative report in the European Parliament on NGOs’ financing. The Pieper report advocated that NGOs should only be eligible for EU funding if they “argue by means of verifiable facts”, don’t “demonstrably disseminate untruths”, and if their objectives are not contrary to “strategic commercial and security-policy objectives” of the EU institutions. Cutting public funding to NGOs whose objectives are contrary to EU ‘commercial objectives’ is tantamount to cutting public funding to NGOs that oppose current EU trade deals like CETA, EU-Japan, and TTIP, in whole or in part. A fellow EPP MEP referenced the “EU funding NGOs that lobby against TTIP” in support of the report. The question of who defines ‘untruths’ or ‘facts’ makes the other provisions worrying too. As noted by Friends of the Earth Europe Director Magda Stoczkiewicz, the risk is in the “judgement that only your policy goals are the right ones”.145

LobbyControl’s Nina Katzemich makes the point that widespread resistance to EU trade and investment deals should not be seized upon as a reason to clamp down on political debate. Pieper’s proposals, says Katzemich, are “anti-pluralistic, authoritarian and unacceptable”.146 Without public funding for civil society organisations active in the Brussels bubble, corporate interests would dominate EU policy-making even further. Belgian Green MEP Bart Staes described the Pieper report as a “direct attack” on NGOs.147 In a healthy democracy, says Staes, those who temporarily hold the power support their opponents financially; this means organised disagreement and facilitating the right to express diverging opinions.148 The Pieper report, Staes argues, is attempting to muzzle critical civil society organisations by targeting their achilles heel: public funding. Both the Social Democrats (S&D) and the Greens in the European Parliament requested the EPP withdraw the report, comparing it to the Hungarian Government’s crackdown on CSOs receiving funding from abroad.149 The parallel, says Staes, is in the reaction to criticism: concluding there’s nothing wrong with your policy, but with the messenger.150

Champion of TTIP, Anthony Gardner, US Ambassador to the EU until January 2017, published an article in Brussels publication Politico in May 2017 setting out how to ensure an EU-US trade deal goes ahead. It echoed ECIPE’s report (see part 2) in the need to “combat active disinformation campaigns organized by NGOs to play up people’s fear for financial gain”. The former US Ambassador further
mirrored ECIPE and the Pieper report by adding that the Commission “should review the funding it provides to NGOs that attack its trade policies” and demand that NGOs provide “transparency about their sources of funding, which are usually opaque”. The suggestion that NGOs involved in TTIP campaigning are ‘usually opaque’ is quite untrue; most are fully transparent about their funding sources. It was also reported in a September 2016 Politico article that “US officials have complained that the European Commission and even the German government partly fund NGOs such as BUND and Friends of the Earth through their budgets, even though they are strong anti-TTIP activists”. The possibility that clamping down on European NGOs critical of TTIP has been encouraged by the US makes this picture even more disturbing.

In the same Politico article it was suggested that by whipping up hostility to create a “free-trade feeding frenzy”, NGOs campaigning against TTIP gained “unprecedented influence”. German EPP MEP Daniel Caspary is quoted as claiming that NGOs use false arguments about CETA just “to keep the success story of anti free-trade protests going”.

Another story in Politico, from April 2017, took a different tack, seemingly aimed towards NGOs that don’t receive EU or public funding, but do receive funding from private foundations, such as Corporate Europe Observatory. The piece attacked the motivations of private foundations and trusts, particularly one that has provided funding to a number of NGOs critical of corporate-serving trade deals (including to Corporate Europe Observatory, which the article directly named). The article implied that the funder had nefarious motivations for supporting these NGOs without providing any evidence of this, and quoting big business lobby groups such as CEFIC and BusinessEurope which disingenuously lambasted NGOs for ‘fear-mongering’ and distorting the public debate.

Taken together, the attacks on TTIP-critical civil society organisations’ funding appear to have a surprising degree of confluence: they call for public funding to be cut (Pieper report), and cast doubt on donations from members of the public (ECIPE report) or from foundations (Politico article).

Many of the arguments and tactics used to discredit and delegitimise the global justice movement – specifically those campaigning for democratic, socially and ecologically just trade policies – have been promoted by uncritical media reports. In the shaping of public opinion, the press branding of groups criticising corporate-serving trade deals does matter. Consider, for example, The Economist’s portrayal of campaign group Attac as “an anti-globalisation group” in comparison to the New York Times’ description of the same organisation as “a global movement promoting a tax on financial trades to support poor countries”. Or compare the Canadian broadcaster CTV’s description of Corporate Europe Observatory as an “anti-trade group” to The Ecologist’s neutral characterisation of the same organisation as a “public-interest group” or The Independent’s “research and campaign group”. Many people will switch off at the mention of ‘anti-globalisation’ or ‘anti-trade groups’, and therefore not pay much attention to or engage with the substantive arguments brought forth by groups thus discredited. Branding critics in this way stifles much needed debate about the kind of ‘globalisation’ or ‘trade’ that is socially desirable. The dismissal of such important discussions simultaneously – and dangerously – rejects any scrutiny of the rules that govern globalisation and international trade and opposes any analysis of the interests they serve.
An attack on the critics of TTIP and CETA threatens to become an attack on democracy, as substantive arguments made against the trade deals are met with delegitimisation campaigns funded by big business, and supported by some political figures and elements of the media. It is crucial that decisionmakers – whether they are critical of these kinds of trade deals or not – steer clear from the dangerous path of stifling dissent that some corporate interests are nudging them towards. Democracy must encourage debate and dissent, not seek to suppress it by cutting public funding to civil society groups that disagree with views held by those in power, or which are critical of particular policies.

Trade deals of the ilk of TTIP, CETA, and the EU-Japan agreement, are economic treaties that represent one very specific and very ideological incarnation of trade policy, one that is intended to serve the interests of big business. It is the daily experiences of precariousness, exposure to toxic chemicals, privatisation of public services, and big business cost-cutting that priorities profit over safety and health, that mean progressive criticisms of TTIP are resonating with more and more people. The current economic system is not working for the many, but for the few, and people want to have a say in how to change this system. But trade deals like TTIP and CETA threaten to lock this system in, the only permissible voices those of ‘trade experts’ and big business.

There are however proposals for far more democratic and progressive policies to underpin trade. As Melinda St. Louis from US group Public Citizen remarks, one way to counter the discrediting strategy that lumps all critics of trade deals like TTIP, or its cousin the Trans Pacific Partnership, in with economic populists like Trump, is to focus more on proactive demands for what a people and planet friendly trade agenda would look like.\textsuperscript{161} Trade that embodies international solidarity, and that doesn’t let big corporations write the rules to their benefit and at the expense of social and ecological justice.

The media has an important role to play in this context: to look critically at the deals themselves, and at the arguments of the opponents and supporters. This includes examining the claims made by the corporate lobbies, think tanks or political figures touting these deals, whether they be claims about their content or impacts, or claims about the people and groups criticising them.

---
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